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1.

Introduction
Dublin City BID is pleased to make this submission to the Railway Procurement Agency (RPA) & the
part 8 planning application for traffic in respect of the construction of the Luas Cross-City scheme
running through the heart of the city centre from Stephen’s Green to Parnell Street via Dawson Street,
Nassau Street, Grafton Street, College Green, Westmoreland Street and O’Connell
Street/Marlborough Street. The Luas Railway Order was granted by An Bord Pleanála in August, and all
indications suggest that construction will commence on-site in the third quarter of 2013.
This is the most significant infrastructure intervention for Dublin City centre perhaps ever, which the
BID and its members fully support.
Dublin City BID want to make sure that the Luas Cross-City scheme will enhance the businesses and
retailers along the route rather than irreparably damage them in the construction phase. The RPA
needs to draw up a construction plan in consultation with business which gives clarity and predictability
to works the RPA are about to embark upon as part of a “a pro-active pubic information strategy”.
This submission addresses several aspects of the scheme, including the nature of proposals described,
customer and retailers’ objectives and needs, design detail, construction management, communication,
and maintenance.
Following general observations, we sub-divide the route into four specific areas for which specific issues
are identified in detail. These are:





Stephen’s Green/Dawson Street/Nassau Street
College Green/Westmoreland Street
O’Connell Street/ Parnell Square/Parnell Street
Marlborough Street

Dublin City Business Improvement District has a mandate to develop and promote the economic
advancement of Dublin City Centre. The BID works on behalf of the 2,500 businesses in the central city
area to create an attractive, welcoming, vibrant and economically successful space in Dublin City
Centre. The contribution of the businesses in this area to the exchequer is of the order of €1Bn. Per
annum. The goal is to position Dublin City Centre as the location of choice for retail, leisure and
business activity.
Dublin City BID has developed a number of initiatives to create an inviting city; ensuring a safe and
secure city and have developed a marketing and communications plan to promote the city
centre to Dubliners and visitors alike.
This submission report has been prepared on behalf of Dublin City BID by JB Barry Consulting
Engineers, and Urb Town Planning & Place Management. It has regard to a review of the technical
information prepared by the RPA for the Railway Order oral hearing, and information and
presentations made by the RPA subsequent to that date.
There are critical issues raised in this report that require a written response from the RPA.
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2.

Consultation with BID Members
Dublin City BID facilitated a number of consultation meetings throughout November 2012, providing
the RPA an opportunity to present city centre businesses with information on the current status of the
LUAS Cross City scheme, details of the route through the city centre and an overview of the
construction proposals and timescales. This consultation period assists the RPA uphold its statutory
duties under condition 10 (Schedule 14) of the Railway Order to consult with representative bodies of
business in the city centre prior to devising a pro-active pubic information strategy to function during the
construction phase.
The following meetings were organised by Dublin City BID and were well attended by BID members, as
well as the consultants and BID staff.






Dublin BID Board, Dublin BID office, 24th October
Stephen’s Green/Dawson Street/Nassau Street – The Mansion House, 7th November
College Green/Westmoreland Street – Dublin BID office, D’Olier Street 9th November
O’Connell Street/ Parnell Square/Parnell Street – Murray’s Bar, 13th November
Marlborough Street – Abbey Theatre, 14th November

This submission on the Luas Cross-City proposals has been prepared subsequent to these meetings,
and seeks to consolidate the issues raised by BID members. Following the presentations by the RPA
Dublin City BID has undertaken a survey to identify and collate particular issues raised by its members.
A table containing survey responses has been included in Appendix B of this document:
The consultation meetings made it clear that the Businesses of Dublin Centre are supportive of the light
railway scheme and recognise that it is part of the long-term vision for a world-class city centre, of
which they are an integral part. businesses are acutely aware of challenges to city centre economy now
being faced during the construction phase. At a time of recession, any mismanagement of the
construction phase, any unnecessary disturbance of customers and services, would have the most
severe consequences for business viability.
The information relayed by the RPA in its recent round of presentations needs to be expanded upon
significantly. Business needs greater certainty and detail regarding a number of aspects of the
construction phase. This entails reassurances that the construction phase will operate to certain
standards that are required of a development on the cities principle streets. These reassurances need
to be bound into the winning contractor’s code of operation for the project.
Traffic management and construction phasing and timing questions require much greater detail. Given
the rapid progress to tender and appointment of construction teams in 2013, the detailed construction
programming needs to become much more apparent and transparent.
The needs of Dublin’s city centre’s businesses must be incorporated pre-tender, and the contractor
bound into particular practices. Furthermore, Dublin business through Dublin City BID needs a seat at
the table for crucial inter-agency discussions; particularly the traffic forum.
This submission now highlights particular requirements in relation to the construction team, site
management practices, and technical issues that the RPA must incorporate into its tender brief.
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3.

General Position
Retailers and businesses are supportive of proposals to improve the city centre, expand the space
available for customers, improve access to the city, and the quality of that access. Dublin BID members
understand a goal of Luas Cross City is to also provide for urban renewal and street improvements. It
is understood that the Railway Order has been granted, the development has funding and will proceed.
This submission therefore does not fundamentally question the scheme.
We have to ensure that visitors, shoppers and businesses do not suffer long-term effects. Dublin City
centre needs to live and function while the work goes on. It is crucial therefore that this process of
change is managed as effectively as possible.
The following general points are made summarising general issues (note issues relating to particular
areas within the city centre and detailed further in Section 6 herein with comments notated on maps in
Appendix A).


Dublin City BID’s members appreciate efforts made by the RPA to discuss the scheme.
Businesses want to build on this and have a direct relationship with the RPA where all issues as
they arise can be efficiently dealt with between the parties.



The RPA must draw up a strategic construction programme and make it available on its
website. This programme should outline the principle phases of the scheme (utility diversion,
main works etc.) for each of the route sections. It should detail when changes to traffic
circulation will occur. It should also outline typical duration of construction phase per street.
Clearly over a 5 year period, there may be reasonable alterations, but it is a vital starting point
to offer overall clarity.



The “Rolling Programme” of works described by the RPA must fit within this broader
programme that is better defined.



Detailed issues must be addressed by site liaison personnel, far in advance of the construction
team arriving on site. This process must be managed, and not left to ad-hoc site by site
dealings.



The Traffic Forum needs to have a representative of business in attendance. Dublin BID
members depend on access for their customers and staff. The RPA needs to initiate this step
with the Traffic Forum’s chairman, and make it happen.



The Traffic Management Plan must be completed and made public. This must provide for an
accessible document that includes a comprehensive construction traffic management strategy for
all phases of the works.



Details of relocated bus stops, loading bays and taxi stands must be made available.



The RPA must give real commitments that the works will not take place on-street during the
pre-Christmas and January sales period. It is not sufficient to refer to operation free-flow, as
this places the responsibility in another body’s hands. It is the RPA’s responsibility to support
business during the busiest time of year.



The RPA must be proactive with regard to timing of works, particularly in conjunction with
other infrastructure schemes. The Grafton Street resurfacing scheme is perhaps the most
obvious which is scheduled for 2013, along with other key events such as the Easter Rising
ceremonies on O’Connell Street in 2016. The RPA should not wait for another body to tell it
what restrictions are required. This must be built into the strategic construction programme.
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There are instances of poor design in locations. The Railway Order allows the RPA to make
rationale amendments within certain limits, and this must be utilised at particular locations in
consultation with stakeholders – for example the requirements for design amendments to
permit vehicle set down to the front of the Westin Hotel, Westmoreland Street.



The RPA must move immediately to re-instate the northbound Dawson Street stop. This
issue was given substantial attention by An Bord Pleanála during the planning oral hearing. The
RPA and Dublin Bus failed to support an alternative stop location at that stage, The business
community in the area wish to support all relevant parties in finding a solution to this issue.



The RPA is invited to support the preparation of a ‘Business Impact Assessment’ study, which
monitors business performance now, during construction and during operation of the Luas
Cross-City line.



Any traffic restrictions, arrangements and agreements regarding loading, deliveries etc must be
clearly communicated to both the retailers and the Gardaí who are responsible for
enforcement.

Contractors must be bound to robust site procedures and practices that can deliver an excellent
process as well as a high quality finished product. Communication between the RPA, NTA, Council, the
contractor, and the businesses shall be critical from start to finish. A joined-up communication plan
needs to be in place well before the contractors go on site.
Condition 10 (Schedule 14) of the Railway Order requires the RPA to consult with representative
bodies of business in the city centre prior to devising a pro-active pubic information strategy to function
during the construction phase. It is our position that this is more than PR or communications, but also
having a clear construction strategy that offers businesses a far greater degree of predictability and
certainty.
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4.

Construction Issues

4.1 Conditions of Contract
Given the complex nature of the works site and potential difficulties relating to the various aspects such
as maintaining businesses, delivery arrangements, providing for organized events etc., we understand
that a certain degree of flexibility needs to be designed into the procurement process for the delivery
of the proposed works.
From our experience, the selection of the correct form of contract for undertaking the works is key to
the successful completion of the scheme with minimum disruption. While the “new forms” of Public
Works Contracts, e.g. Public Works Contract for Minor Building and Civil Engineering Works
Designed by the Employer, serve to provide cost certainty to the client, we would argue that these
contracts are by their very nature confrontational, with any variance in the works programme or
sequence more than likely resulting in a claim by either the Client of the Contractor.
It is our understanding that the tenders for the various phases of works will be procured under a
“Target Cost” form of contract. This is generally welcomed as it provides tangible financial incentives
for both the RPA and the individual Contractor to complete the works ahead of schedule and within
budget. We note however that in order for this form of contract to operate effectively target
programme deadlines and milestones must be realistic and achievable – i.e. too tight a deadline may
encourage the contractor to commit to commencing on a large number of works fronts. This would
not be in the best interests of the city business community as it will result in large scale disruption
throughout the city. Alternatively, deadlines which are too “loose” may encourage slow progression of
works thus elongating the construction programme beyond what would be reasonably acceptable.
It is therefore incumbent on the agency to ensure that the deadlines and milestones defined in the
contract are balanced and tailored to suit the particular sensitive nature of the retail and business
environment to avoid widespread disruption or alternatively unacceptable duration.

4.2 Programming of the Works
During the consultative meetings undertaken during November 2012 the RPA was not prepared to
make any detailed aspects of this programme available to the business groups. The RPA advised that the
rationale for this approach is that there needs to be scope to develop the construction programme
with the appointed contractor. The RPA has stated that programming of the works, and in particular
the complex utility “diversion” works which are likely to be most disruptive in terms of traffic and
accessibility impacts, will largely be determined by the Contractor who will have specific knowledge and
expertise in this area. This however is at variance with the Target Cost form of contract which requires
specific deadlines to be clearly identified in the tender. It is further noted that the RPA, as the Designer,
has a legal obligation under the Safety Health and Welfare, Construction Regulations, to identify the
time within which it is intended to complete the works having taken into account the principles of
prevention when deciding on technical and/or organizational aspects of the work.
Unfortunately the RPA’s approach to programming has created an impression of vagueness and absence
of control of key aspects of the construction plan.
We therefore make the following recommendations:


If the RPA considers that it does not possess the technical expertise to identify the particular
programme milestones and deadlines for particularly complex elements of the works, eg utility
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diversion works, then it should proactively engage with prospective tenderers via a “Technical
Dialogue” process. This process allows the contracting authority, before launching a procedure
for the award of a contract, to seek or accept advice which may be used in the preparation of
the specifications provided, however, that such advice does not have the effect of precluding
competition. This effectively will allow experienced Contractors to express opinions on
construction methodologies and anticipated timelines for various aspects of the works. This
will then allow the RPA to identify appropriate and realistic deadlines for each works element
with the failure for not achieving these deadlines resulting in the imposition of liquidated
damages as identified in the contract.


Prepare a strategic construction plan (which allows a reasonable degree of flexibility)
identifying the various phases of works, eg utility works, monuments, rail infrastructure etc
with detailed timelines for the construction life cycle of the project.



Provide detailed estimates of timescales for each phase of works, detail when construction
team will be on particular streets, and estimates of how long.



Notify Dublin City BID of the Sectional Completion Dates and Substantial Completion Dates
identified in any works contract tendered and the Rate of Liquidated Damages (i.e. the penalty
imposed per day or week for failing to complete that section of the works by the date
specified) that will be charged to the Contractor for any delay.

4.3 Traffic Management Planning
The construction and operation of the Luas Cross City scheme will clearly have significant impacts on
the city centre’s traffic movement and access for private cars, buses and taxis. This issue was
considered in some detail in the RPA’s Environmental Impact Statement and at Oral Hearing. It is also
noted that the impacts of various scenarios/alternatives were evaluated at an earlier stage as part of the
EIS.
In relation to traffic management planning the Rail Order (Schedule 14) includes the following condition:
9. Environmental Mitigation
The proposed scheme shall be carried out in accordance with all mitigation measures contained in the
environmental impact statement, the construction traffic management strategy and the scheme traffic
management measures except as may otherwise be required to comply with the following conditions.
Reason: In the interest of clarity and to limit the environmental impact of the development.
It is our understanding that a Traffic Forum comprising representatives of the RPA, NTA, Dublin City
Council, Dublin Bus, An Garda Siochána and other public transport providers has been tasked with
devising and agreeing a construction stage traffic management plan to facilitate the LUAS Cross-City
works.
It is clear from the RPAs presentations to BID members that there is currently no agreed construction
traffic management strategy and there is uncertainty over what scheme traffic management measures
actually comprise. At the time of writing no details have been made available about timelines and
phasing of the traffic measures for the various elements of work.
Dublin City Council have published proposals under Part 8 of the Planning Act change the road and
junction layout for on Stephen’s Green to facilitate right-turning movements onto Merrion Row.
However, while detailed drawings of the junction have been published for public consultation, there is
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no detail concerning the overall traffic plan for the area. The proposed junction design includes for the
provision of a right-turn lane onto Kildare Street (currently one-way westbound) however no detail has
been provided as to how this traffic is managed through the junctions of Molesworth Street and Nassau
Street. Similarly no detail has been provided regarding access, loading and servicing arrangements to
retail premises and businesses on Dawson Street, Duke Lane, Anne Street and Nassau Street etc.
following implementation of the scheme. Further information is required on proposed traffic
management and vehicular access arrangements in the wider area. These changes should only be
undertaken as part of an overall Traffic Management Plan that addresses all these issues (including
access to Dawson Street) which must be completed and made public as soon as possible.
As previously noted Dublin BID represents 2,500 members, but does not have representation on the
Traffic Forum. The Traffic Forum needs to have a representative of business in attendance, Dublin BID
members depend on access for their customers and access. We appreciate the RPA’s stated support
for this position, however, the RPA needs to initiate this step, and make it happen. The RPA as the
proposer of the Luas scheme, with responsibility for implementing the Rail Order, must take proactive
steps with the chairman of the Traffic Forum to bring business to the table.
The National Transport Authority (NTA) is the agency with responsibility for co-ordianation of
transport in the capital. The NTA must therefore take responsibility for making all aspects of the
construction plan and traffic plan work. It is not acceptable for the RPA to delegate particular issues to
Dublin Bus or Dublin City Council. These issues all form part of the bigger challenge.
The Traffic Plan must be representative of multi-agency partnership commitment, co-ordinated and led
by the NTA. The Luas Cross-City route runs along the key north-south corridor that Dublin Bus uses
to bring all its services through the city centre. While it is welcome that buses will use the new public
transport bridge over the Liffey that effectively links Marlborough Street to Hawkins Street, much
greater clarity is required on bus route diversions during construction, and any final route alterations.
Dublin Bus proposals to relocate bus stops, or alter any routes have only been discussed as possible
options. This Luas proposal has been in the public domain for over 4 years, and went through a public
hearing at An Bord Pleanála. The Traffic Forum must address critical concerns regarding alterations to
bus service proposals during construction and operation phases.
In relation to traffic management we therefore make the following recommendations:










The RPA must give real commitments the works will not take place on-street during the preChristmas and January sale period. It is not sufficient to refer to operation free-flow, as this
places the responsibility in another body’s hands. It is the RPA’s responsibility to support
business during the busiest time of years.
The Traffic Management Plan must take cognisance of the access, delivery and waste
collection requirements of the individual premises throughout the city centre and must
provide appropriate mitigation measures. The Traffic Management Plan should include
notated maps of changes to traffic circulation routes, and access arrangements to businesses.
This Traffic Plan should consider strategic options such as the utilisation of Macken Street
bridge to improve city centre traffic circulation, and the distribution of access along the
Quays;
The Traffic Forum needs to provide clarity in the strategic traffic plan on proposals for Taxi
Ranks, and kerbside space for pick-up/drop-off locations, (particularly for Stephen’s Green)
all of which are critical to the smooth operation of the city and to customers overall
perceptions of the shopping experience in the city during the works.
Clarity must be provided on bus diversion routes both during construction and operation,
including route diversions and relocations of proposed bus stop locations. Any proposed
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temporary or permanent bus stops must be designed to fully accommodate Mobility
Impaired or Disabled (MID) bus patrons.
As part of the tender award criteria tenderers should be required to provide a detailed
Construction Stage Management Plan (CSMP) which details specific methodology for
managing the works in a safe and efficient manner with the least disruption to both business
interests and street users. Given its significance this criteria should be adequately weighted in
terms of tender marks awarded.
The traffic management plan will likely result in significant changes in the existing traffic flow
regime to facilitate construction of the LUAS. In this regard provision should be made for
additional route signage to direct motorists along appropriate routes. Additional car park
signage (illustrating “real time” information) at key junctions should also be provided to
ensure that vehicles are directed to the nearest available car park and that unnecessary
circulation of the city is avoided.

Traffic management requirements specific to individual areas are detailed further in Section 6.

4.4 Phasing of the Works & Pedestrian Permeability
Pedestrian footfall is the lifeblood of high-street retailing. In the midst of an economic depression, any
business that is dependent on consumer sentiment, image, and providing an attractive shopping or
service environment is vulnerable to people’s spending power. In short, while it is city core, it is still
very vulnerable in this climate. The city centre faces strong competition from suburban locations, online
sales and other towns and cities in Ireland and abroad. and cannot afford to be complacent in its
relationship with its customers.
The businesses of Dublin City Centre and its environs accept that they are going to have to work
especially hard to attract, and maintain customers during the construction period, and plan their
expenditure and cost control extremely carefully during this period. It is crucially important that RPA
and its contractors appreciate the importance of customers and visitors to the street on a daily basis.
Good pedestrian permeability along the affected streets during the works is paramount to the viability
of retailers. It is essential that retailer displays and windows are not obscured by construction hoarding
and activities. Customers and visitors to the city need a good and safe pedestrian experience. It is
critical that customers are able to cross the road easily to access shops and business on the other side
of the street. Dublin traders want to the get the message across that the city centre is open for
business, while undergoing improvement works, and will work with construction teams, visitors,
businesses and customers to adapt to the short-term inconvenience to improve the street overall. We
don’t want to encourage people to go elsewhere wherever possible.
As noted with regard to phasing, pedestrian flow must allow for circular movement, good access to
shop windows, and ensure that displays are not obscured. Pedestrians should be able to circulate and
be able to cross the street at regular intervals. Long linear construction sites would be damaging for
streets with activity on both sides (i.e. Dawson Street and O’Connell Street). Therefore the extent of
the individual works should be limited to short sections.
We request that paving works fronting retail entrances be done outside of trading hours as
agreed with individual retailers. This will ensure minimum disruption to retail businesses and also
mitigate health and safety risks by reducing the interface between the works site and the general public.
In addition to the normal Monday to Friday working week works should be undertaken on Sundays as
this day represents a period of relatively low footfall. There should be no works permitted on
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Saturdays, bar emergency works, when pedestrian footfall is highest. This will serve to further
mitigate health and safety risks associated with working in a public area. Dublin City BID has 13 footfall
cameras situated through the area and would be happy to share the information collected with all
relevant parties.

4.5 Condition Survey
A pre and post-construction survey is required for all buildings bordering the works. In addition a
photographic condition survey is required of all shop/premises fronts prior to the works commencing
to ensure that existing frontages (including bollards, anti-ram raid mechanisms etc.) are satisfactorily
maintained throughout the works.

4.6 Utility Diversion Works
BID/City Centre traders realise that while some service interruptions are an unfortunate inevitability of
a scheme of this nature, it is critical that information relating to the duration and extent of any planned
or emergency service interruptions is communicated quickly and efficiently to the traders so that
contingency plans can be implemented. The Contractor is to provide details of a liaison officer who is
contactable at all times and who is experienced in urban streetscape schemes of a similar size and
nature who will be responsible for communicating this information and for acting as a liaison between
the traders and the utility providers.

4.7 Construction Stage Management Plan
Prospective tenderers should be required to prepare a detailed Construction Stage Management Plan
CSMP to be submitted as part of their tender Works Proposals which details specific methodology for
managing the works in a safe and efficient manner with the least disruption to both business interests
and street users. Given its significance this criteria should be adequately weighted in terms of tender
marks awarded.

4.8 Site Management
Good, clear definition of the works areas, combined with good site management in terms of cleanliness,
access arrangements, and visual, noise and dust screening is key to the successful completion of the
works with minimal impact on the day-to-day running of the city core. In this regard a number of
critical requirements must be included in the contract including:


The prohibition of hoardings, obstructions, equipment or materials stored or positioned at
key locations during the construction process. These access points are critical to people’s
perceptions of the city core as they approach, and any off-putting signals would potentially
affect peoples’ decision to visit.



The prohibition on parking of works personnel cars within works areas. Contractors should
provide arrangements for parking off site with a shuttle service if required.



Materials should not be permitted to be stored or stockpiled on-site. In this regard a
contract requirement should be included which stipulates that the Contractor manage
materials on the “Just in Time” philosophy.
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Appropriate site compound locations must be be identified which are remote from the city
centre. Material deliveries should not occur during the morning and evening peak traffic flow
periods.



High quality solid hoarding to visually screen the works must be specified.

Contractors branding should not be permitted on the hoarding. It is critical that this hoarding is
properly maintained throughout the construction period, with any graffiti promptly removed and/or
defective panels replaced. We recommend that a high quality graffiti-proof solid hoarding be employed
to secure and segregate the works areas, for example using a solid hoarding system constructed from
high gloss vinyl finished marine-ply on a timber frame. Solid screening/hoarding will mitigate noise, dust
and visual impacts, and can be moved from works site to works site. In addition, the use of solid
screening/hoarding will afford the Contracting Authority and the retailers the opportunity to provide
various displays, eg. maps and photomontages of the finished scheme, as well as positive marketing
material etc.
The RPA have stated that Heras fencing would be used on-street throughout the course of the
construction period. We contend that Heras Fencing is not suitable for the works site for a
number of reasons, including:


The flexibility of the fencing system means that works areas can quickly expand beyond the
intended works zone.



The footings of Heras Fence panels are laid perpendicular to the fence, thus resulting in a trip
hazard for passing pedestrians.



Heras Fencing is completely transparent and therefore does not reduce the visual impact of
the works.



Heras Fencing will not mitigate against the impacts of noise and dust associated with such
works, for example spark and dust migration associated with the cutting of steel or paving
materials. The proposed use of Heras Fencing is at variance with the proposed dust
mitigation measure which is noted in the Environment Report as the erection of tarpaulin
over the site works area.
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5.

Communication
A strong communication plan is a vital component for this process. The RPA have highlighted in their
presentations to business that considerable time and effort is being directed towards communications.
This is welcomed by Dublin BID members. Proposals for communication by the RPA include:
Local Liaison Representative:


Close links, point of contact



Localised updates



Info requests/complaints



Construction update meetings



Public information centre



Key stakeholder liaison

Early 2013


Hard copy of newsletter



Contact details – emails



Website, RSS feeds



Use of Twitter & Facebook



Construction up-date meetings



Presentation to marketing forum

As referred to earlier in this submission, the RPA is required under the Rail Order to:
“the provision and manning of a central and accessible project information centre in the city centre to
inform the general public on construction methodologies, the development’s progress, and the scheme’s
aims and objectives. In addition, the strategy’s other public information initiatives shall include project
information panels and progress updates presented at major work sites.”
This is to be done prior to the commencement of construction, which under normal understanding of a
planning permission includes preparatory works.
The RPA did not provide any details on a central and accessible project information centre in the
briefings, but it is suggested that a good solution would be to utilise an available shop unit on a short
term basis.
The Public Information Strategy is to inform the public on “construction methodologies, the
development’s progress, and the scheme’s aims and objectives”. The Reason for this Condition is
stated “In order to maintain good communication about the project for the benefit of the general public,
business interests and visitors to the city”.
The RPA needs to understand that good communication does not equate to a three month rolling plan.
It entails that there needs to be a construction plan drawn-up with business input which gives clarity
and predictability to works the RPA are about to embark upon. This is what is required of “a proactive pubic information strategy”. RPA will fall at first hurdle if they are not able to communicate a
construction strategy to businesses
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Another key aspect of communication is responsibility. It is simply not good enough to deflect
questions of traffic and operational issues to other agencies. There needs to be one point of contact
for construction and operation traffic changes, which we submit needs to be the NTA. The RPA and
other agencies have to anticipate these issues now and develop coordinated responses in anticipation –
as public bodies working together.
Dublin City BID wants to remain a key stakeholder and be part of that process, as the proposal moves
from design through Tender and on to site. We suggest that a Communication Plan be prepared that
would include the following items:


A database of all stakeholders including email and mobile phone number for each retail unit,
Dublin City BID, and utility providers; Dublin City BID can deliver messages to businesses
within its district.



Meetings with RPA, Dublin Bus, DCC pre-tender and pre-construction;



Joined-up marketing Plan and information on works in advance and during works. While it is
noted that RPA have a dedicated and experienced PR section, it is vital that they liaise with
the businesses.



Use of Social Media to provide updates on works, progress and any temporary
inconveniences; Dublin City BID information kiosks, could be used to provide information to
visitors and customers;



On-street liaison, rapid response time to issues, single point of contact. The Contractor is
to provide details of a liaison officer who is contactable at all times and who is experienced
in urban streetscape schemes of a similar size and nature, and who understands retailer’s
needs.



Specify a minimum response times for rectifying issues that may arise.



Clarify security arrangements;



Temporary Signage (including location and content of information going out to users of the
street, and content to be included on hoardings);



Traffic Management (including pedestrians and delivery arrangements);



Waste collection arrangements;



Potential temporary use of a vacant retail unit for site office and communication office.
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6.

Area Specific Construction Issues
The comments in this section are supported by annotated drawings in Appendix A. Detailed comments
on the Luas works, and the implications for individual businesses are included in Appendix B.

6.1 Stephen’s Green/Dawson Street/Nassau Street
The first section of Luas Cross-City entails significant changes to Stephen’s Green, at the southern end
of Grafton Street. This is the principal access point to the retail core of the city, the current endterminal of Luas-Cherrywood, an important taxi-rank, drop-off location, and an access point to the
Fitzwilliam Hotel. Pedestrian footfall at the southern end of Grafton Street is hugely significant.
Dawson Street is a street in transition. It has become one of Dublin’s liveliest streets, where its
proximity to the Grafton Street retail core has encouraged a clustering of restaurants and bars as well
as retail, institutional and hotel use. Several units spill-out onto the street, providing outdoor seating for
customers. It is as busy at night as during the day.
It is also a street of two-sides with very different character. Busy through-traffic causes significant
severance, and an unsafe pedestrian environment making the road a dividing line. Whereas the west
side of the street relates to Grafton Street and Trinity College, the eastern side is more part of the
Institutional/administrative core around Kildare Street.
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Aside from the huge volumes of through-traffic forced down it, it is a vital service artery for large scale
retailers on Grafton Street as well as general businesses in the area.
There is hope that the Luas works will reduce traffic flows, address severance, improve the pedestrian
environment and in time rejuvenate the street.
Traffic
Construction of the Luas will see Dawson Street effectively limited to access only, with through-traffic
redirected into Merrion Row. This requires a significant change to the current traffic flow regime in the
city. At present, the route for northbound traffic travels along Dawson Street and onto Nassau Street.
While quite circuitous, it operates reasonably well. The prohibition of through traffic on Dawson Street
and the introduction of a right turn from St. Stephens Green east onto Merrion Row results in the
introduction of an opposed right turn maneuver. While Part 8 proposals have now been published, it is
not clear what traffic modelling and capacity analysis of this proposed junction arrangement has been
undertaken to date, and what effect the proposed measures will have on Dawson and Kildare Streets.
Any traffic management proposals need to take cognisance of the fact that Dawson Street provides a
key access route for deliveries to a large number of retailers in the wider Grafton Street area via Anne
Street South and Duke Street.
It is also noted that the Luas Cross-City works are also likely to run concurrently with the proposed
Grafton Street resurfacing scheme programmed for 2013 into 2014 which in itself is likely to result in
significant disruption to access and delivery arrangements in the area. The Grafton Street works will
require significant temporary traffic management measures, including relocation of loading bays,
redirecting of traffic and re-routing of pedestrians. Following the Grafton Street works it is our
understanding that Dublin City Council intends to carry our similar works to a number of other streets
in the area including Wicklow Street, Duke Street, Anne Street and Clarendon Street, each of which
will require its own complex traffic management plans. It is incumbent on the RPA to ensure that any
traffic management measures proposed for the Luas Cross-City works take full cognisance of these
traffic management plans.
There is a high concentration of car parks in the area including; Q Park College of Surgeons and the
Stephens Green Shopping Centre Car Park which have alternate access off Stephens Green, Q Park
Setanta Place (access via Molesworth St and Frederick St South), and Q Park Dawson Street (School
House Lane) are accessed off Dawson Street. Unhindered access to these car parks is paramount to
the city remaining an attractive and convenient place to shop and do business.
Luas proposals presumed the implementation of Metro North and plans for the Stephen’s Green area
therefore show a fundamental change for this area that will not materialise in the medium-term.
For Stephen’s Green, the scheme as shown entails a loss of traffic access to Stephen’s Green North,
Fitzwilliam Hotel, and the through route to Q Park College of Surgeons Car Park. Yet it is now clear
that Metro North is not proceeding and the elimination of this through-route, loss of taxi ranks and
kerb space cannot now be justified. It is quite within the RPA’s remit under the Rail Order to
ameliorate the joint impact of Metro and Luas schemes on access traffic, by maintaining these access
routes for taxis and car parks along Stephen’s Green North.
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Pedestrian movement
Grafton Street has one of the highest footfalls of any shopping street in Europe. At a basic level, Luas
works must not obstruct access to the street.
On Dawson Street, visitors to the street must not be blocked from crossing the street at convenient
locations to get to the east side. The link at the northern end of the street to the Trinity College
entrance is also a vital pedestrian crossing point that must be maintained. At night-time some 400-500
people can come out of venues at once. The RPA must manage the construction site so that patrons
are safely guided to and from venues.
Northbound stop
As noted previously, the northbound Dawson Street stop was omitted by An Bord Pleanála in the
Railway Order. At the Dawson Street consultation meeting, businesses articulated a strong demand to
reinstate the northbound stop on Dawson Street in the overall project. We have therefore examined
the background to the omission of the Northbound stop. The following is the Condition for Dawson
Street contained in the Rail Order (Schedule 14).
1. Dawson Stop
The northbound Dawson Stop shall not be constructed as proposed. The southbound stop on Dawson
Street is confirmed. The tracks shall be realigned on Dawson Street to take account of this modification.
Details of the revised track alignment (including traffic markings etc.) shall be agreed with the planning
authority prior to commencement of construction.
Reason: It is considered that the character and attractiveness of Dawson Street would be unduly
compromised by this stop, which, taken in conjunction with the existing bus stops on this pavement,
would also create an excessive level of pedestrian congestion to the detriment of the street’s commercial
viability.
Actually, An Bord Pleanála’s Inspector (in his addendum report) had recommend the stop’s co-location
with the southbound stop. The Board gave a detailed explanation of their decision in Schedule 15 of
the Railway Order, wherein it is clear that the RPA, Dublin City Council, Dublin Bus and the National
Transport Authority were opposed to an ‘island platform’ stop, which led to its omission altogether:
The Board clearly took the RPA and Dublin Bus’s opinion on the matter to be of significant weight. It is
therefore incumbent on the agency to find a solution to the stop’s location, and get strongly behind
resolving its design issues. There is time to resolve this issue while the construction works are taking
place, effectively as part of the current scheme.
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6.2 College Green/Westmoreland Street

College Green sits at the fulcrum of the city centre. It is the interchange of north-south movement,
and the gateway to the west of the city along Dame Street. Its’ institution character of banking halls is
being replaced by bars, restaurants and retail units that utilise large floor plates, bringing modern retail
formats to the heart of the city. The visit of President Obama showed that its natural function is as a
wonderful public place for pedestrians; however that is lost in everyday use through traffic domination.
It is also a pinch-point for the proposed Luas line as it rounds Trinity, and then splits in two toward the
river.
The Luas may have a positive impact on the heavily trafficked Westmoreland Street. There are already
signs that stronger retailers are populating units along these streets in anticipation of a much improved
environment. The reduction of acute traffic induced severance is likely to further this process of
change. Consideration given to a redesign of the street to reflect its use predominantly as a public
transport corridor would be welcomed. This may involve widening pedestrian footpaths and reducing
the number of carriageway lanes to reduce the dominance of motor vehicles and provide a more
pleasant experience for pedestrians.
The Westmoreland and Trinity stops are likely to become the busiest stops on the Luas route, being
the most central and the main access point to Temple Bar.
Traffic
There are several car parks in the vicinity of the area including the Fleet Street car park which is
accessed off Westmoreland Street, Trinity Street Car Park which is accessed off Dame Street and to
the south Drury Street and Brown Thomas car parks. Again unhindered access to these car parks is
paramount to the city remaining an attractive and convenient place to shop and do business.
The Luas works will also result in the reduction of available traffic lanes on this important north/south
axis. This is particularly significant considering the College Green Bus Gate which restricts through
access to public transport vehicles only during the morning and evening peak periods 7am to 10am and
4pm to 7pm respectively. Any additional delays to public transport services as a result of lane
restrictions will have the effect of discouraging the use of these sustainable modes of transport and will
only serve to discourage visitors to the city.
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Westin Hotel
One of the key businesses in this area is the Westin Hotel. Its presence commands a vital corner site
marking the transition from College Green and Trinity down to the river. It is an important Dublin
building, and a vital economic anchor for this section of the city centre.
Current proposals do not allow patrons of the hotel to stop, or even off-load their baggage. It is
completely unacceptable for a 4 star hotel to operate with such changes enforced to its entrance lobby
and set-down area.
Part 2 of the Railway Order allows the RPA substantial deviations from the proposed drawings,
including up to 2.5m lateral deviation. It is incumbent on the RPA to utilise its powers to mitigate the
damage caused by the layout in this location and to provide for adequate set-down location at the
hotel.
Any design solution in this section must also look at the Taxi rank at Fosters Place, where drivers
regularly occupy public parking spaces. The RPA in association with the NTA also needs to consider
space for car rental drop-off/pick up and overall use of the kerb space. It requires the RPA to sit down
with the Westin Hotel. But this must be done pre-tender, not when the construction teams are onstreet.
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6.3 O’Connell Street/ Parnell Square/Parnell Street

O’Connell Street has been a place in transition for a decade. The Luas Red Line on Abbey Street and
remodelling of O’Connell Street in conjunction with the Spire have significantly changed the
presentation and perception of the street. A very tangible change in the nature of the street occurs
walking from south to north, where the hustle and bustle of O’Connell Bridge dissipates quickly after
passing Henry Street. Northern O’Connell Street perhaps stands most to gain from the introduction of
Luas, and a potential rejuvenation with it.
The operation of Luas may have a positive impact on the Lower Abbey Street as it becomes a main
thoroughfare between the stops on O’Connell Street Lower and Marlborough Street.
Condition 4 of the Railway Order (Schedule 14) is a positive measure for Parnell Street, which provides
for an overall improvement in the street quality and presentation, which may be a positive for retailers:
4. Parnell Street Re-instatement
The scope of the proposed scheme in the Parnell Street area shall be extended to include full façade to
façade pavement renewal/reinstatement on Parnell Street between Marlborough Street and O’Connell
Street Upper and O’Connell Street Upper and Moore Lane. The pavement width on Parnell Street shall
be maximised subject to consultation and agreement with the planning authority.
Reason: In the interest of visual amenity and to achieve an upgrade of the public realm to an
appropriate standard in this area.
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Traffic
A number of significant car parking facilities are provided in the area including Arnott’s Car Park, Middle
Abbey Street, and the Irish Life Car Park off Abbey Street Lower and Clery’s car park
Again
unhindered access to these car parks is paramount to the city remaining an attractive and convenient
place to shop and do business.
The proposed works result in the loss of a loading/unloading facility on Parnell Street for retailers
adjacent the Tesco at the junction of Dominick Street. Alternative loading arrangements are required to
be identified.

Jury’s Hotel, Parnell Street
Insufficient space has been allowed at the hotel set-down area for visitors and patrons. Having regard to
the above Condition 4 of Schedule 14, and as stated in the case of the Westin Hotel, the RPA has
significant scope to alter elements of the design in consultation with the Hotel owners in such
situations under the Railway Order.

6.4 Marlborough Street

There is a broad consensus that Marlborough Street contains many fine elements and has great
potential as a street, but is currently under-performing badly. It is dominated by bus parking,
inaccessible Institutional Use (Dept. of Education lands), and provides a poor street experience. As
such Luas proposals for the street are broadly welcomed as an opportunity to greatly improve its
presentation and character.
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Marlborough Street Car Park
One important issue for this section of the route is the maintenance of good access and visibility for the
Marlborough Street (Clery’s) car park. The proposed Luas works result in the removal of the rightturn from O’Connell Street onto Cathal Brugha Street (leading to Marlborough Street) and the removal
of the right-turn from Parnell Street onto Marlborough Street – both of which are key arterial links to
the car park. It is paramount to the continued viability of the facility, which provides in excess of 500
spaces for shoppers in the area, that alternative routes to the facility are clearly defined and
appropriately signposted.

Traffic
The proposed Luas will result in the relocation of a large number of bus stops and bus termini from
Marlborough Street. Details of the proposed alternative bus stops need to be provided. Sackville Place
to the east of Marlborough Street provides an important function as a service route to Clery’s
Department Store. Traffic management proposals must provide for unhindered access for deliveries,
servicing and emergency vehicles should the need arise.
Cathedral Street
Cathedral Street links through to O’Connell Street at the Pro Cathedral, and includes buildings of
descent architectural quality, as well views through to the Dept. of Education complex. In other words,
it has many good elements. Dublin City BID consider that Cathedral Street has tremendous potential
to be transformed into attractive pedestrian promenade linking the attractive area of Marlborough
Street around the Pro Cathedral and Dept of Education to the retail core of O’Connell Street. It is
extremely important that this important street is not used to deal with short falls in parking spaces or
taxi ranks but freed up as a focus for renewal of this area.
The consultation with business in this area again highlighted for clarity on traffic proposals, particularly
when and where changes will happen. Businesses want to know how long works will be on the Street,
or how long a phase will last.
The facilitation of basement deliveries to Bars (The Confession Box) was again highlighted in this
section of the route. It was also noted that street traders (fruit stall at corner with Talbot Street) will
have to be moved. But to date no information was been presented as to how this is to be dealt with.
As noted above the Luas line development on Marlborough Street is broadly welcomed as an
opportunity to improve the street, and address some of its issues. One important problem is antisocial behaviour. The RPA is invited to have regard to the recently published ‘A Better City for All’; the report of the Strategic Response Group to build sustainable street-level drug services and address
public nuisance. This is available to download from the Dublin City BID website. It highlights a series of
measures that should be adopted to minimise anti-social behaviour around transport stops.
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7.

Conclusions
Overall, Dublin City BID wants to impress on the RPA that the city centre area the Luas Cross City
line will run through is at the core of Dublin’s business, retail and service economies. In the current
economic climate, business is extremely susceptible to the disruption the construction of the line will
create, and therefore the management of the construction phase is of great significance.
In this report, we have highlighted that good communications is about a lot more than providing up-tothe minute updates, and informing businesses what is happening. Good communication means
providing a strategic framework for the construction and traffic management plans. It is only through
having a thorough understanding of the RPA’s construction programme, that businesses in turn can
manage and plan their own cash-flows to deal with the stresses being placed on the streets, customers
and incomes.
As part of the tender process, we want the RPA to bind contractors into best practice site management
standards, and mitigation of impacts on businesses along the route.
Dublin City BID greatly appreciates the pro-active engagement with the RPA to date, and is keen to
continue with the Agency in pre-construction forums, consultations, and throughout the construction
process. Dublin City BID will continue to work on behalf of its members to proactively respond to the
Luas initiative so that short-term challenges can yield long-term benefits for the city centre.
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Appendix A

Annotated drawings of Luas Route to assist illustration of comments in
Section 6 of this Report
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Appendix B

Detailed consultation feedback from Dublin City BID members on
implications of Luas works for individual businesses.
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Business
Location

(Grafton
Street)

StartDate

EndDate

What are your requirements for
deliveries? Please specify times and
access issues required.

Monday-Saturday 5.30am-12 midday in
01/17/2013 01/17/2013 both shops

01/17/2013

01/17/2013 Mon-Fri 7am - 12pm

Do your staff require any specific
considerations during the Luas
works? i.e. access for night shifts
or staff designated staff
entrances

Does your business have any other
specific requirements that need to be
considered in the context of the Luas
BXD works?

After 4pm Monday-Friday in both shops

Night shift starts at 11pm and
finishes at 7am in Spar Grafton
Street only

Full pedestrian access at all times is
an absolute requirement and sufficient
notice from contractor as to when
major works are being carried out
outside my door. Also, it is essential
that both shops do not suffer full
impact at the same time.

Nightly

no

no disruption for customers

We have 3 shifts throughout the
day and will need permanent
access to the entrance!

MINIMAL disruption and easy access
to the store for customers. Also the
pedestrian crossing at the Molly
Malone Statue is very important to us.
It is also important that the taxi rank,
tour buses and Molly Malone Statue
remain close to our business in order
for us to survive the works period. I
am begging you once again to keep
the Molly Malone Statue on our section
of the street even if that means moving
it several times to facilitate the work.
As we have a food operation in our
store with open doors, it is imperative
that dirt and dust from the works are
kept to an absolute minimum. We
also need a comprehensive schedule
of works so we can plan around it and
we also know whats going on. To date
we have been given very little detail of
the actual works to take place,
timescales and also disruption etc.

no

No

What are your waste collection needs?
Please specify your times of collection
and access requirements.

Monday to Saturday most deliveries are
between 7am and 12pm. However some
deliveries are also required during the
latter part of the day. Also we get 2
deliveries at about 5am on Friday
01/17/2013 01/17/2013 morning.
Mon, Wed, Fri at about 7pm

12/05/2012

12/05/2012 Most deliveries are via Grafton st

All waste collection is from Grafton st

Deliveries come in at 10pm, access is
required from Dawson Street onto Duke
Street. Deliveries take place on Monday,
12/04/2012 12/05/2012 Thursday and Saturday

12/12/2012

(St. Stephen's
Green)

12/12/2012 Clarendon street

Waste collections take place between
6pm and 8pm. Access Is required from
Dawson Street onto Duke Lane. Waste is
collected 7 days a week
No

No

na

12/12/2012

12/12/2012 rear clarendon st 0600 to 1200

0600 to 0800

n/a

Yes to work closely in partnership with
the Grafton st paving project min
disruption.

01/16/2013

01/16/2013 N/A

Monday - Friday 6pm onwards on Street

N/A

Need good Customer Access

We receive deliveries daily or almost
daily from UPs and require that UPS
delivery vans can access our studios. we
re-stock our supplies and retail stock
weekly on friday from 1-4pm and the
delivery route is N2, finglas,
phibsborugh, church st, north quays,
jervis st 1ST STOP at jvs studio, then
Jervis st, parnell st, capel st, capel
bridge, parliment st, castle st, werburgh
st, golden lane, stephen's st, mercier st,
gloevers alley 2ND STOP at ssg studio,
then mercier st, noel purcell way, golden
lane, bride road, patrick st, bridge st,
north quays, jervis st 3RD STOP jervis
studio, jervis st, parnell st, parnell
square, denmark st, mountjoy square,
12/04/2012 12/04/2012 fitxgibbon st, NCR, ballybough rd.

over 30 wine and beer and and food
01/16/2013

01/16/2013 suppliers mainly morning

12/04/2012

12/04/2012 24/7

need to access the building at all times

We operate both studios roughly in
line with local shopping centre
hours. staff require access from
10.30 weekdays, 9.30 saturdays &
bank holidays, 11.30 mondays,
and for the most part will finish
work at 7.15pm weekdays, 8.15pm
thursdays, and 6.15pm weekends
and bankhloidays. apporximately
twice per week one of more staff
memer at either location work late
we have daily collections from ozo at our until 9-10pm approx and require
jervis st loccation, collections are at 2am access until that time. late work is
approx. we have regular collection from by appointment and is not
irish wastecare at our ssg location, these scheduled in advance, therefore
are usually once per 4-6 weeks, and at
wewould require access until 10pm
approximately 10-11am
on a daily basis.
not that we are currently aware of

waste 5 days per week - between glass,
recycling and waste

Staff entrance down laneway

need to consider - footpath needs to
be kept clear and accessable from
both directions for pedestrian access drop off point for guests luggage ( we
are a townhouse with 9 bedrooms )
needs to be at front of building

collected 4 days either early or late
evening.

staff entrances/ night shifts / and
total access to the Club.

access for all members some of whom
are very elderly.

(Nassau
Street)

anytime 8.00 am to 5.30 pm Monday to
01/16/2013 01/16/2013 Friday. Would also need car park access On street collections evening

Access points Nassau Street and
Duke Lane. Also access to car
park within our complex

Yes we have a large number of
working groups and committees that
attend daily at our offices for meetings
etc. These require access from street.
Also we have car spaces in complex
with access from Dawson Street and
Duke Lane

Prior to 10 am Delivery vehicles park in
12/04/2012

12/04/2012 Grafton St

12/04/2012

12/04/2012 house

Mon -Fri 6-7pm Bins left outside shop

No

Collected by Greenstar, Tuesday nights

some access to the building
outside of office hours.

Mon - Fri after 6pm

No

Access to car pack at back of nassau
Most of our deliveries are before
10.30am Delivery vehicles usually park
01/16/2013 01/16/2013 in Grafton Street

We are in a basement and sell records,
will noise, vibrations etc affect us? also
will work be needed in our shop?

every weekday morning. need access
12/04/2012 12/04/2012 and parking at the front of shop.
(Dawson
Street)

Collected Monday Wednesday Friday
01/16/2013

01/16/2013 Deliveries Monday-Friday 9am-12.30pm 5.30-7pm

Deliveries are made through Dawson
12/11/2012

12/11/2012 Lane between 9am-1230pm

12/04/2012

12/04/2012 Delivery Thursday am

12/10/2012

12/10/2012 st and includes delivery yard.

people will be attending the office
during office hours

Waste is collected at night on
Wednesday night and Sunday
night.Several companies use the lane on
different nights for different businesses

Wed & Sun am

No

Access to front door 7 days every
week

our cleaning lady enters at 630pm
from Dawson St. We have parking
for one car in Dawson Lane also.
There are several car parks off this
lane
none that come to mind

No issues

all day 24hr access to car park via duke
early morning usually between 5am-7am all via gate on duke st

No power cut or gas cut Please. Our
wine bar operate 3 days a week: ThuFri-Sat from 12 noon to midnight.
Electricity is vital for our customers and
business

need a station at our entrance on
dawson st.

Day times - once/twice a week mornings
usually, flexible times, front entrance on Twice a week on Dawson street- usually
01/16/2013 01/16/2013 Dawson street.
6.00pm

As a credit union we do provide a
no night shifts as such - some late counter service Monday to Friday 9am finishes but nothing beyond 10pm 5pm

7 Days a week access to Duke Street &
01/20/2013 01/20/2013 Dawson Street. from 7.00am to 5.00pm

Our waste collection is controlled by
Royal Hibernian Way management

Our Staff arrive for work at 7.00am We have an outdoor terrace which is
and they leave at any time up to
crucial to our business and all
3.00am
interruption must be kept to a minimum

not an issue

car access to Dawson st for
parking

12/04/2012

12/04/2012 not an issue

Nothing specific - various times but
always between 9-4pm. General office
12/04/2012 12/04/2012 deliveries.

3 nights a week Bags and cardboard on
occasion normally at front of building at
5.30pm

6 DAYS 5:30 AM TO 2PM DAWSON
STREET DELIVERY DUKE LANE
12/04/2012 12/04/2012 ACCESS

GENERAL WASTE DUKE LANE LATE
NIGHT CARDBOARD DAWSON
STREET 9PM

12/04/2012

12/04/2012 7:00am to 23:00PM

no

Just alarm monitoring on occasion
at night. Board meetings once a
month and committee meetings
We have a public office 9-4 Monday to
week nights Monday and Tuesday Friday
Non interruption of services-water gaselectricity-(fridges and freezers-24/7)
telecomms-data Management of noise
& dust -daytime eatery 7:30am to 7:30
pm t days a week access to business
from nassau st, dawson st Non
interruption of terrace Insurance to be
put in place for any interruption to
service caused by works-loss of stockimpact on trade should services be
inadvertently cut Loud and dusty work
to be carried out at night Streets and
pavements to be kept clean and
sanitised to prevent undue amounts of
dirt being carried by patrons into our
business. clear markings and
hoardings to advise pedestrians that
dawsons and nassau st are open for
business and thruput

currently on the Greenstar runs - Daily (7
days) paper, compost, glass and mixed
Yes.

Yes. Many other requirements. Sight of
Tender Document would be a great
assistance in detailing these in an
orderly method.

N/A

Need more information on what works
will be done in Dawson Street before I
can answer.
We sometimes have events on a
Saturday and the events team would
need to park outside the building, on
Dawson St, to transfer large amounts
of materials / equipment into cars.

None

Customer access to taxis is a very
important element of our
business.....this would mainly be
required after midnight on a Friday &
Saturday night.

Staff designated entrance to car
park

A northbound stop and reduction in
rates
As a college we will not be able to run
classes if noise levels are high.
Notification of high noise levels at our
end of Dawson Street would be
appreciated so that we can cancel
classes in good time when necessary

Deliveries in & out 8am-12 noon Mon -Fri
11/28/2012 11/28/2012 Wed 4-8pm also
Mon-Fri 5-7pm
Office supplies dropped off by Vking
direct once or twice a week, usually
around 2pm. They park their van in
01/17/2013 01/17/2013 Dawson St.

Deliveries are made at the front of the
building (Dawson St) Monday to Friday
01/17/2013 01/17/2013 from 7am to 12 midday.

5 nights a week after 5pm, access to
Dawson St.
Glass waste collection from the front of
the building (Dawson St) takes place on
Mondays & Fridays betweem 6am &
9am. Refuse waste is collected 7 days
a week from the rear of the building
(Anne's Lane) betwee

daily access to front of premises
11/26/2012

11/26/2012 between 10 and 12.30

11/23/2012

11/23/2012

evening collections from front of premises

Making sure that the front of store is
accessible to all customers and there
is no obstructions that limit this.

no

no

No

We would hope for both a Northbound
stop and a Southbound stop on
Dawson street to facilitate foot traffic to
the area believing this would be
beneficial to all businesses affected by
the works and to negate the need for
future works to facilitate this once it is
shown to be of value to the customer
of Luas and Veolia Transport itself.

12/05/2012

12/05/2012 n/a

Access to front of store from the path and
road.
n/a

01/21/2013

01/21/2013 6am to 8am

nil

01/17/2013

01/17/2013 Access between 7.30 am & 11 am

Waste collected nightly after midnight

Streets
around
Stephen’s
Green/Dawso
n

BAR DELIVERIES THURS 8AM-1PM
LGUEULETON DAILY MORNING
DELIVERIES TO FADE STREET,
01/17/2013 01/17/2013 DUBLIN 2

DAILY WASTE COLLECTIONS FROM
SOUTH GREAT GEORGES STREET
AND FADE STREET, DUBLIN 2

01/16/2013

01/16/2013 Mornings 10am -12 pm

From 6pm outside shop.monday to
Saturday

01/16/2013

01/16/2013 Access onto Dawson Lane

Access onto Dawson Lane

We are a Shoppers Car Park in the Heart
of the City with 380 Spaces - Open from
7:00 to 1:00 7 Days a week - Access to
the City Centre Absolutely Needs to be
maintained and a clear message that the
01/16/2013 01/16/2013 City is open for Business

STAFF REQUIRE ACCESS TO
FADE STREET FROM 7AM TO
3AM MON-WED AND 7AM TO
5AM THURS TO SUN HOTEL
REQUIRES 24HRS ACCESS TO
Yes,during the month of October
we need access to shop.Our
entrance to shop is on Sth King
Street and we need to transfer
stock in a cage from our stores at
Johnson Place throughout this
period and throughout the night the
week leading up to 31st October. None we can think of.
Pls ensure adequate pedestrian
movement at points critical crossings
accross Dawson st. eg. Anne St, Duke
St, etc.

We are a Shoppers Car Park in the Heart
of the City with 380 Spaces - Open from
7:00 to 1:00 7 Days a week - Egress
fromthe City Centre Absolutely Needs to
be maintained and a clear message that
the City is open for Business
None

Clear Message that the City is Open,
No negative reporting from RPA-DCCGarda - BID Etc

01/16/2013 afternoon to our front door

Daily by keywaste after 5pm from outside
front door
No

No

12/04/2012

12/04/2012 01 6111842

1 x bag paper / recycling once a week
after 4pm 1 x bag non recycling every 2 3 weeks after 4pm
won't affect any staff.

No

01/16/2013

01/16/2013 Tuesday / Friday

Evening - 9.30 - 1.30 Tuesday /
Thursday / Friday

No

Deliveries - N.B Minimise Disruption to
customers accessing city centre

waste collected by ozo from suffolk st
entrance

none

none

twice a week Tuesday and Thursday

no

none

UPS deliveried usually Wed/Thur
01/16/2013

Mornings - 9.30 - 12.00 am Monday /
Deliverys are made via suffolk st
entrance and mostly non palletised
01/16/2013 01/16/2013 deliveries

12/11/2012

12/11/2012 none

We need to be able to receive deliveries
01/16/2013

01/16/2013 to our premises between 10- 5pm daily

our waste collection is after 6pm

Van/ truck deliveries to the above
address between 0700hrs & 1630hrs,
01/16/2013 01/16/2013 Mon to Sat.

Deliveries between 8 am and 11 am
11/26/2012

11/26/2012 Monday to Saturday

Waste collected nightly between 1 am &
3 am Bottle collection Monday and
Friday at 9 am

UPS delivers either 10-12 am Tuesday
or Wednesdays UPS & Misc Noon- 3pm Thursday evenings after 6 Recycling
01/16/2013 01/16/2013 Thursdays
and General

public transport access dublin bus
routes on Dawson street.
Deliveries access is our main concern.

No

Vehicle access to suffolk st.

No

None at moment and we do
understand the benefits in the long
term will outweigh any negative impact
in the short term.

n/a

Advise on where our customers can
park

None

Not at preseent

Tuesday and wednesday 9.00 am to
12/11/2012

College
Green/Westm
oreland Street

12/11/2012 11.30 for keg deliverys

Food & Beverage deliveries daily
between 3am and 11:45am Other
12/17/2012 12/17/2012 deliveries between 7.30amd and 4pm.
Daily post deliver 8am regular
stationaery deliveries 1/2 per week
12/11/2012 12/11/2012 courier deliveries daily

12/05/2012

12/05/2012 daily

6 days a week at aprox 10.00pm

Cardboard- Monday morning, Food
Waster- Tuesday - 04:30am, Friday04:30 am. Recycling waste- Monday and
Thursday at 07:00am General WasteMonday (22:00), Wednesday (23:30),
Friday (23:30) Glass- Monday (04:00)
24 hour access to th building - on
and Thursday (05:00)
Westmoreland st and Fleet St

Noise Distribution- particularly during
the hours of 21:00 to 08:00 - Monday
to Friday. On the weekends 21:00 to
10:00 on Saturday and Sunday. The
arrival and departure experience of the
guest arriving to the hotel

Weekly wednesday evening from fleet
street

Yes 24 hour access to our main
entrance 7 days a week

Uninterrupted access on footpath to
clients from Grafton street Temple Bar
Westmoreland St and O'Connell
bridge/North side

daily

night shift friday saturday till 4.30
am

Tuesday Mid Day and Wednsday
01/21/2013 01/21/2013 morning
Odd evenings after 7:00
Multiple deliveries throughout the day
between 08:30 and 17:30 mainly through
Dame Lane access. Smaller size
Evening collections Monday to Thursday
01/16/2013 01/16/2013 deliveries come in the front from Dame
inclusive.

24 Hour access to 7 parking space We manage a property at 2-4
garage located at 2-4 Coppionger Coppinger Row to which all of the
Row for Staff and Residents
above relates
Access to Ulster Bank on College
Access to the premises outside
Green for bank lodgements. Customer
normal working hours is
access to premises via Dame Street
sometimes required.
entrance between 08:30 and 17:30

O’Connell
Street/ Parnell
Square/Parnel
l Street area

(Talbot Street)

12/11/2012

12/11/2012 10am-5pm via Talbot st, Amiens St end.

11/22/2012

11/22/2012 None

01/16/2013

01/16/2013 and 7.30am Monday to Friday.

After 5pm via Talbot st, Amiens St end.

no

Evenings between 1800hrs and 2100hrs

No

Varying days and times

The availability of public transport

Continous access to premises for
customers and uninterrupted access
from North Earl Street to Talbot Street
and v v.
It is vital to our business and all the
other businesses along Talbot Street
that all bus routes continue to be
routed along Talbot Street. If these
routes are changed this will place
undue and unnecessary pressure on
businesses and I am sure will result in
some business closures and resultant
job losses.

None

Business is reliant on bus stop outside
the front door. I can't have that blocked
off

none

none

we need quiet, as we provide also
tranquill and relax treatments, we need
quiet street. Which at last time road
works we got few complains regarding
noise when was the drill on the street
(especially in evening time!) Morning
its not such busy time, so if the works
could be done after 8pm or finish
before 3pm, that would not affect us so
much!

Our deliveries take place between 6am

Mainly van deliveries, at any time of the
01/17/2013 01/17/2013 day

(O'Connell
St.)

no

Covered by mall

12/04/2012

12/04/2012 ocassionally (so no specific req)

12/11/2012

12/11/2012 O'Connell st

back door collection. After 5pm up until
midnight

Night shifts. 24 hour shifts

Pedestrian access to front of shop

12/05/2012

12/05/2012 Deliveries 6 day

Waste collected 7 days per week

No

That work is not carried out during the
night

back door delivery from lane parallel to

12/05/2012

12/05/2012 From 7.3am to 3.30pm Old Abbey St.

Between 5pm and 7.30pm Mon- Fri. On
site shredding Sat. 7.30am and 10am

Monday - Saturday 6.30am- 12.00
12/04/2012 12/04/2012 Loading bay on Cathedral St
7 Nights a week. 10pm Approx
We receive deliveries on Tuesdays and
Fridays at 5am on Bachelor's Walk, We
also use Bachelor's Way to transport the 7 days per week on Bachelor's Walk
12/04/2012 12/04/2012 goods received to storage.
between 5pm and midnight.

Deliveries are Mondays and Thursdays
at @ 7am. Access is required on Henry
01/19/2013 01/19/2013 Street

01/16/2013

(Lower Abbey
St.)

01/16/2013 daily

06.00 deliveries for National lottery
(artics) 06.00 oil deliveries for site
generators and heating systems.
Shopping Mall retail deliveries 06.00 12/04/2012 12/04/2012 20.00

No

Footpaths kept clear Pedestrian
access to cross OConnell St Bus`s not
to be removed from O`Connell St

All our staff use O'Connell Street
for access

sorted

access in morning before 8 and
after 10 pm up to midnight

no

04.00 - 18.00 Mon - Fri

24 hour access required for
National Lottery staff, Deutsche
Bank staff and Irish Life staff.

Fire Engine access, emergency
maintenance callout engineering staff
attendance 24 hour.

None

Not Sure

NO

No

11/23/2012 to 10 Lower Abbey Street

Access To harbour Court. Deliveries

Not to my knowledge

Waste collections are every night with
Greenstar. Times are different as Trucks
will arrive at different times. Usually they
will take place after 5pm the earliest until Access for staff is from O'Connell
11 pm the latest. Access is trough the
Street and we require access at all
back lane parallel to O'Connell Street.
times.
No

7am to 6pm Monday to Saturday. Access Evenings by Key Waste Monday to
Saturday
Bands can arrive with equipment at any
time. We use the loading bay on Abbey
St. South-side access is via the lane
01/16/2013 01/16/2013 way.
Very little.
11/23/2012

Not to my knowledge

12/04/2012

12/04/2012 Entrance

Access To harbour Court. Waste
Collection

Access To harbour Court. Carpark Will you send me a copy of this Thanks
Entrance
Des

12/04/2012

12/04/2012 none

weekly, bag outside door

As a school we cannot have noise
during the day
Only the daytime noise - drilling etc -

We receive delivery of small items to our
reception on Lr Abbey Street, we also
receive deliveries of large items and
goods to the rear of our premises which
is located via Marlborough Place. Some
large deliveries are scheduled for 7am
Monday to Friday. We also receive
Some times we will have a skip in place
deliveries at various times Monday to
and usually arrange an early morning
01/16/2013 01/16/2013 Saturday.
delivery and collection.

Every tuesday 9am -3pm Delivery hatch Every Tuesday and Friday @present
Collections vary between 5pm and 2 am

11/22/2012

11/22/2012 on Marlborough Street

01/19/2013

01/19/2013 7 Days per week 7am - 5pm

7 Days per week 5pm - 11pm

Access required to Old Abbey Street and
the Abbey Theatre exits on Marlborough
Street and Lower Abbey Street. The
Abbey receives deliveries most days,
smaller items to the stage door at Lower
Abbey Street and larger items to the
Load in bay at Old Abbey Street. A 40ft
Old Abbey Street clear for waste and
will bring in new and export old sets
recycling services. This often happens
01/21/2013 01/21/2013 regular from Old Abbey Street.
early morning or in the evening.
(Abbey Street
Middle and
Upper)

Mon-Fri 10am-5pm Middle Abbey St.
11/23/2012

01/16/2013

(other streets
in area)

12/04/2012

We have staff working from 6am to
2am the following morning 7 days
a week. Access and egress for the
underground Phase 3 car park into
Marlborough Place and
Marlborough Street is required at
all times.

Night Shifts no designated staff
entrance

We have vital fiber optical cables
which are located underground. Also
we need access to the building for
staff 24/7/365
Having had experience with the last
LUAS works - it is imperative that we
have a contact number for some one
who can make decisions - especially
after 6pm - if there is hoarding blocking
premises we require "business as
usual" signs placed on it.

No

Noise Levels Not working later than
9pm Access to the Hotel

The operating times for shows and
rehearsals - noise of the
construction will need to be a
consideration as this will impact on
the show and will require
unrestricted access for customers
and deliveries.

Contact details of persons in charge
while works are been carried out,
schedule of work and traffic flow
plans.Consideration for the outside of
the building such as external surfaces
that are impacted by the works.

11/23/2012 North Lotts lane, Dublin 1

Ozo 7pm-11pm, North Lotts, Dublin 1,
Mon-Fri

No.

Access to Middle Abbey St. required
10am-10pm, seven days a week.

01/16/2013 Access require 24/7 on Abbey Street

Different buisnesses collect their waste
between 5am and 12pm each day

There are night shifts every night
in the centre. entrance on Abbey
Street

Car Park access/routes must be
maintained during trading hours which
are 7am to 8pm and 10pm Thurs/Fri

12/04/2012 supplies 9.00 - 13.00

Mainly Bin collections done between
00.00 - 06.00

Multi - storey public Car Park opens
Mon - Thu 6.30 - 00.30
Fri 6.30 - 01.30
Sat 07.00 - 01.30
Sun 11.00 - 00.30

mostly courier vans and 5 tonne trucks at
12/11/2012

12/11/2012 various times

after 5.00 pm Thursday

During loading bay opening times and
Loading Bay opens from 6.00am - 12.00 evening times also for food waste 7.00 12/06/2012 12/06/2012 noon Monday - Saturday
8.00pm
Marlborough
Street

none

none

We would run late / night shifts in
line with trade but these can
change from week to week.

Customer access to the store

Signage and access

01/17/2013

01/17/2013 na

na

24 hour access

01/18/2013

01/18/2013 N/a

Wed/thurs before 1pm

Staff designated entrance

Once per week

Access to our premises at No 30
and little or no noise please during
normal working hours.
No

01/16/2013

01/16/2013 Access for couriers 8-18:00 hours

12/05/2012

12/05/2012

24 hour access to Public Car Parks External Signage during works

no delivery requirements but open from 9
12/09/2012 12/09/2012 to 6
just 2 or 3 waste paper bags

12/16/2012

12/16/2012 Tuesdays 9am - 3pm

Tuesdays & Fridays Collections are
between 6pm & 2am

just to keep entrances to jewellers
and p awnbrokers open to public basement under path may cause
from 8.30 to 6
problems
Access for Staff & customers
entering & leaving premises up to General Consideration to business in
1am
general

